
Titles and Abstracts 
 

 
Speaker: Gleb Arutyunov, Hamburg Un4vers4ty  
 
T4tle: General'zed supergrav'ty 
 
Abstract: I w4ll expla4n how the stud4es of 4ntegrable deformat4ons of the AdS_5 x S^5 str4ng 
s4gma model led to the d4scovery of the general4zed supergrav4ty. 
 
 
Speaker: Aybike Çatal-Özer, İstanbul Technical University 
 
Title: Double Field Theory and Integrable Deformations of String Sigma Models 
 
Abstract: We show that Non-Abelian T-duality (NATD) and  Yang-Baxter  (YB) deformation 
of string sigma models can both be described as a coordinate dependent O(d,d) 
transformation. Our approach gives a natural embedding of the NATD and the homogeneous 
YB model in Double Field Theory (DFT), a framework which provides an O(d,d) 
covariant  formulation for effective string actions. We show that the  deformed fields can be 
regarded as duality twisted fields in the context of Gauged Double Field Theory. We compute 
the fluxes associated with the twist and show that the conditions on the R-matrix determining 
the YB deformation give rise to conditions on the fluxes on the (G)DFT side. We also discuss 
how the non-unimodularity of the symmetry algebra forces the generalized dilaton field to 
pick up a linear dependence on the winding type coordinates of DFT, implying that the 
corresponding supergravity fields should satisfy generalized supergravity equations. 
 
 
Speaker: Ömer Faruk Dayı, İstanbul Techn4cal Un4vers4ty 
 
T4tle: Ch'ral k'net'c theory 'n the rotat'ng frame 

Abstract: A mod4f4ed quantum k4net4c equat4on wh4ch takes account of the non4nert4al features 
of rotat4ng frame 4s 4ntroduced. In terms of the ax4al components of W4gner funct4ons 
covar4ant ch4ral k4net4c theory 4s obta4ned. It un4quely prov4des a new three-d4mens4onal 
sem4class4cal ch4ral k4net4c theory wh4ch 4s 4ndependent of spat4al coord4nates.  The part4cle 
number and current dens4t4es deduced from th4s transport equat4on sat4sfy the anomalous 
cont4nu4ty equat4on and generate the magnet4c and vort4cal effects correctly. 

 
 
Speaker: Cems4nan Del4duman, M4mar S4nan Un4vers4ty  
 
T4tle: Grav'tat'onal lens'ng 'n Weyl grav'ty 
 
Abstract: We w4ll rev4ew our calculat4on of the deflect4on angle of l4ght from a d4stant source 
by a galaxy cluster 4n Weyl’s conformal grav4ty. The general method of calculat4on w4ll f4rst 
be appl4ed to calculate the deflect4on angle 4n Schwarzsch4ld–de S4tter (Kottler) spacet4me. 
The deflect4on angle calculated 4n Kottler spacet4me w4ll be seen to 4nclude the contr4but4on 
of the cosmolog4cal constant. We w4ll then calculate the deflect4on angle 4n Mannhe4m-



Kazanas spacet4me and show that the result 4ncludes contr4but4ons from both the cosmolog4cal 
constant and the Mannhe4m-Kazanas parameter. There are confl4ct4ng results on the deflect4on 
angle for l4ght 4n Weyl grav4ty 4n the l4terature. We w4ll po4nt out a poss4ble reason for the 
d4screpancy between our work and the others. 
 
 
Speaker: Durmuş Al4 Dem4r, Sabancı Un4vers4ty  
 
T4tle: Gauge Invar'ance and QFT-GR Blend 
 
Abstract: In QFTs 4n flat spacet4me, gauge 4nvar4ance 4s expl4c4tly broken by the Po4ncare 
break4ng scale. It w4ll be shown 4n th4s talk that GR can be 4ncorporated 4nto the QFT 4n a way 
restor4ng gauge 4nvar4ance and thereby complet4ng the QFT 4n the UV. 
 
 
Speaker: Hovhannes Demirchian, Yerevan Physics Institute 
 
 
T4tle: Integrability of geodesics in near-horizon extremal Myers-Perry black holes 
 
Abstract: We study the first integrals of probe particles moving in the near-horizon limit of 
extremal Myers-Perry black holes in arbitrary dimensions. We show that this problem is 
integrable and separable. We find the general solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equations for 
these systems and present explicit expressions for the Liouville integrals as well as discuss 
Killing tensors and the associated constants of motion. We analyze special cases of the 
background near-horizon geometry where the system is superintegrable as well as consider 
near-horizon extremal vanishing horizon geometry. 
 
 
Speaker: Tek4n Derel4, Koç University 
 
Title: A class of exact solutions of supersymmetric Yang-Mills equations 
 
Abstract: We give a class of solutions to supersymmetric Yang-Mills field equations (i) that 
cannot be generated from solutions of the ordinary Yang-Mills equations by finite 
supersymmetry transformations and (ii) contains the supersymmetric generalization of non-
Abelian plane waves. (This talk is based on the following joint paper with Rahmi Güven: 
Phys.Lett. 84B (1979) 201-204.) 
 
 
Speaker: T4gran Hakobyan, Yerevan State University 
 
T4tle: Symmetry algebra of dynam'cal and d'screte  Calogero models 
 
Abstract: The symmetr4es of the N-d4mens4onal (general4zed) dynam4cal Calogero model and 
4ts d4screte vers4on are related to the well-known symmetr4es of the N-d4mens4onal 4sotrop4c 
osc4llator g4ven by the U(N) group. The correspondence 4s prov4ded by the Dunkl-operator 
deformat4on of the usual quantum momentum. 
 
 



 
 
Speaker: Ali Mostafazadeh, Koç University 

Title: Exactness of the Born Approximation and Broadband Unidirectional Invisibility 

Abstract: Born approximation was proposed by Max Born in his monumental 1926 paper 
where he laid the foundations of quantum scattering theory. Because of its great theoretical 
and practical significance, this approximation scheme is covered in most standard textbooks 
on quantum mechanics. None of these, however, addresses the problem of finding potentials 
whose scattering problem is exactly solvable by the Born approximation. We give a simple 
condition under which a potential has this property in two dimensions. This condition 
identifies a very large class of potentials. This in turn allows us to solve another important 
open problem of scattering theory, namely constructing potentials that enjoy perfect (non-
approximate) unidirectional invisibility in a finite spectral band of arbitrary width. Our 
analysis provides the first examples of quasi-exactly solvable scattering potentials, i.e., 
potentials whose scattering problem is exactly solvable for energies not exceeding a given 
value. 
 
 
Speaker: Özgür Sarıoğlu, M4ddle East Techn4cal Un4vers4ty 
 
T4tle: C'rcularly symmetr'c solut'ons of m'n'mal mass've grav'ty at 'ts merger po'nt 
 
Abstract: I f4nd all the stat4c c4rcularly symmetr4c solut4ons of m4n4mal mass4ve 3D grav4ty at 
4ts merger po4nt, construct stat4onary vers4ons of these and d4scuss some of the4r geometr4c 
and phys4cal propert4es. It turns out that apart from a stat4c ha4ry black hole, there 4s also a 
stat4c grav4tat4onal sol4ton, that has been overlooked 4n the l4terature. 
 
 
Speaker: Hovhannes Shmavonyan, Yerevan Physics Institute 
 
Title: Symmetries of deformed supersymmetric mechanics on Kahler manifolds 
 
Abstract: We construct the deformed N=4,8 supersymmetric mechanics on Kahler manifolds 
interacting with constant magnetic field, and study their symmetries. At first we construct the 
deformed N=4,8 supersymmetric Landau problem. We show that the initial ``flat'' 
supersymmetries are necessarily deformed to SU(2|1) and SU(4|1) supersymmetries, with the 
magnetic field playing the role of deformation parameter, and  that the resulting systems 
inherit all the kinematical symmetries of the initial ones. Then we  construct SU(2|1) 
supersymmetric Kahler oscillators and find that they include, as particular cases, 
the  harmonic oscillator models on  complex Euclidean and complex projective  spaces, as 
well as superintegrable deformations of  C^N-Smorodinsky-Winternitz and CP^N-
Rosochatius systems. We show that the supersymmetric extensions  proposed  inherit all 
the  kinematical symmetries of the initial bosonic models. They also inherit, at least in the 
case of C^N systems, hidden (non-kinematical) symmetries. 
 
 
 



 
Speaker: Stepan Sidorov, Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics  
 
Title: Deformed models of supersymmetric quantum mechanics 
 
Abstract: We study deformed models of supersymmetric quantum mechanics constructed in 
the framework of SU(2|1) superf4eld approach, where the relevant superalgebra su(2|1) 4s 
def4ned as a deformat4on of the standard N=4, d=1 Po4ncare superalgebra by a mass 
d4mens4onal parameter m. Due to th4s parameter, SU(2|1) supersymmetr4c models 
conta4n add4t4onal deform4ng terms correspond4ng to the magnet4c f4eld and osc4llator 
potent4als. We perform quant4zat4on w4th the construct4on of H4lbert space of wave funct4ons. 
Some pecul4ar4t4es of the quantum spectra f4nd a natural explanat4on 4n the framework of 
SU(2|1) representat4on theory. 
 
 
Speaker: Bayram Tek4n, M4ddle East Techn4cal Un4vers4ty 
 
T4tle: Non-Stat'onary Energy 'n Grav'ty 
 
Abstract: Quant4f4cat4on of the amount of grav4tat4onal rad4at4on 4n a g4ven spacet4me 4s an 
4mportant problem. Follow4ng Da4n's 4deas, we shall g4ve an 4ntegral that measures th4s 
energy 
4n a g4ven spat4al hypersurface 4n spacet4me. (Th4s talk 4s based on a jo4nt work w4th E. Altas) 
 
 
Speaker: George Thompson, Ictp 
 
T4tle: Chern-S'mons Theory on a General Se'fert 3-Man'fold 
 
Abstract: The path 4ntegral for the part4t4on funct4on of Chern-S4mons gauge theory w4th a 
compact gauge group 4s evaluated on a general Se4fert 3-man4fold. Th4s extends prev4ous 
results and rel4es on abel4an4sat4on, a background f4eld method and local appl4cat4on of the 
Kawasak4 Index theorem. 
 
 


